CLASSIC PATIO
7’ x 7’ Square UMBRELLA

FABRIC CO-OL:
BLACK YZA02-01

DIGITAL UV PRINT
900D PU COATED POLYESTER

SCREEN PRINT

PANTONE COLOUR MATCH: C M Y K

NAME
NUMBER
 CMYK (Values from Pantone Book)

SCREEN PRINTING

DIGITAL UV PRINT

BLEED AREA
SWAP AREA
FINISHED SIZE
US LITE

BINDING COLOR
BLACK YZA02-01

TYPEFACE / FONT USED

The designer reserves all rights to the design and artwork.

This project is inspired by a Mike Tyson's artwork.

This artwork is copyright © 2012 Extreme Canopy.

The Extreme Canopy team reserves the right to copyright the artwork and maintain ownership rights.

Zoom in to view your artwork (Ctrl+equal sign)